Contributions Sought

Rice Magazine Proposed

By JOEL HOCHMAN
Thresher Business Manager

In preparation for an anticipated issue, sometime in December, it was announced today by the temporary staff of the forthcoming Rice Literary Magazine that contributions from interested individuals should be submitted at the Thresher office as soon as possible.

Because of the still undecided status of the magazine, contributions may be of any nature, with the final selection determined by the magazine’s eventual format.

On Individual Merit

Undergraduate, graduate, and staff contributions will be considered strictly on individual merit, and will also compete on an equal basis with contributions now being received from other universities.

The magazine is intended to fill the need for literary expression as discerned by a number of concerned individuals on campus. The attempt will be made, but not guaranteed.

Student Senate Committee

At present a Student Senate committee, headed by Mike Bennett, is considering the various possibilities for the magazine’s publication. Similar magazines from many other universities are being examined.

For further information, contact Mike Bennett or Joel Hochman.